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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce the notion of cubic ideals of  -near-rings which is a combination of an 

interval-valued fuzzy set and a fuzzy set. Interval-valued fuzzy set is another generalization of fuzzy sets that was 

introduced by Lofti Asker Zadeh. In order to obtain cubic sub Γ-near-ring, cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings, direct 

product of cubic ideals in Γ-near-rings is also a cubic ideal, intersection of any family of cubic ideals of Γ-near-

ring is also a cubic ideal of Γ-near-ring, cubic level set on Γ-near- ring and strongest cubic relation on Γ-near-

ring. Subsequently we prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for a cubic ideal and its characteristic 

function and how the images and inverse- images of cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings become cubic ideals of Γ-near-

rings are studied. 
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I. Introduction 
Zadeh [1] introduced the notion of fuzzy set in 1965. In 1975, Zadeh [2] introduced the notion of 

interval-valued fuzzy set, where the values of the membership function are closed subintervals of [0,1] instead 

of a single value from it.  In 1971, Rosenfeld [3] defined fuzzy subgroup and gave some of its properties. In 

1991, Abou-Zaid [4] introduced the notion of fuzzy subnear-rings and fuzzy ideals in near-rings. Jun, Kim [5] 

and Davaz [6] applied a few concepts of interval valued fuzzy subsets in near-rings. Thillaigovindan et al [7] 

introduced the notion of interval-valued fuzzy ideals of near-rings. Jun et al [8] introduced the concept of cubic 

sets. This structure encompasses interval-valued fuzzy set and fuzzy set. Chinnadurai et al [9, 10] introduced the 

notion of cubic bi-ideals of near-rings and cubic ideals of Γ semigroups. Γ-near-rings were defined by Bh. 

Satyanarayana [14] and ideal theory in Γ-near-rings was studied by Bh. Satyanarayana. The purpose of this 

paper to introduce the notion of cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings and homomorphism in cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings. 

We investigate some basic results, examples and properties. 

 

II. Preliminaries 
We recall the following definitions for subsequent use. 

Definition 2.1. [4] A non-empty set R with two binary operations “+” and “·” is called a near-ring if  
      +  is a group 
       ·  is a semigroup 
      ·   +     ·  +  ·     for all          
we use the word near-ring to mean left near-ring. We denote    instead of  ·  , note that      and 
          but in general       for some      
Definition 2.2. [4] An ideal I of a near-ring R is a subset of R such that  
      +  is a normal subgroup of    +  
         
        +           for any     and        
Note that I is a left ideal of R if it satisfies     and      and I is a right ideal of R if it satisfies     and        
Definition 2.3. [11] Let    +  be a group and   be a non-empty set. Then M is said to be a Γ-near-ring, if 

there exist a mapping         (The image of         is denoted by    ) satisfies the following 

conditions  

     +         +     

                     for all         and        
Definition 2.4. [11] Let M be a  -near-ring.  A normal subgroup    +  of    +  is called  
   a left ideal if     +          for all           i    
    a right ideal if       for all         i    
     an ideal if it is both a left ideal and a right ideal of M 
A  -near-ring M is said to be a zero-symmetric if       for all     and    , where 0 is the additive 
identity in M. 
Definition 2.5. [13] A mapping           is called a fuzzy subset of X. 

Definition 2.6. [4] Let R be a near-ring and   be a fuzzy subset of R. We say   is a fuzzy subnear-ring of R if  
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          min             
          min               for all         
  is called a fuzzy ideal of R. if   is a fuzzy subnear-ring of R and 
        +           
               

       +               for any          

Note that   is a fuzzy left ideal of R if it satisfies                and      and   is a fuzzy right ideal of R if it 
satisfies                and      
Definition 2.7. [13] Let X be a non-empty set. A mapping             is called interval-valued fuzzy set (in 

short i-v), where D[0,1] denote the family of all closed sub intervals of [0,1] and                     for all 

     where    and    are fuzzy subsets of X such that             for all      
Definition 2.8. [7] An interval-valued fuzzy subset    of a near-ring R is called an sub near-ring of R if 
           min               
           min                 for all        
An  interval-valued fuzzy subset    of a near-ring R is called an interval-valued ideal of R if    is an interval-
valued fuzzy subnear-ring of R and  
         +            
                 

        +                for any          

Note that    is an i-v fuzzy left ideal of R if it satisfies                and      and    is an i-v fuzzy right ideal 
of R if it satisfies                and      
Definition 2.9. [8] Let X be a non-empty set. A cubic set   in X is a structure of the form 
 =                       and denoted by  =         where        

    
   is an interval-valued fuzzy 

set (briefly, IVF) in X and    is a fuzzy set in X. 
Definition 2.10. [9] Let   =        be a cubic set of S. Define 
                                      where           and         is called the cubic level set of 
 . 
Definition 2.11. [12] For any non-empty subset G of a set X, the characteristic cubic set of G is defined to 
be a structure              

       
         which is briefly denoted by 

           
       

     where     
     

                

               
    and     

     
             
            

  

Definition 2.12. [9]  Let             be cubic bi-ideals of near-rings    for              Then the cubic 

direct product of                  is a function                                      
                                defined by 

                              min                             and    

                           ma                           
Definition 2.13. [9] Let          be a cubic set of N. Then the strongest cubic relation on N is a cubic 

relation   with respect to          given by                                       where   is an 

interval-valued fuzzy relation with respect to    defined by        min               and   is a fuzzy relation 

with respect to   defined by        ma              
Definition 2.14. [7] Let R and S be near-rings. A map       is called a (near-ring) homomorphism if  

   +        +      and                  for all        
Definition 2.15. [9] Let f be a mapping from a set R to     Let              be a cubic set of R  and 

             be a cubic set of     Then the pre-image                    
        is a cubic set of 

R defined by                          
                                 The image 

                     is a cubic set of    defined by                                

where            
     

        

   
              

                      
  and           

      
        

   
              

                  

  

 

III. Main Results 

In this section, we introduce the notion of cubic ideals of Γ-near rings and discuss some of its properties. 

Throughout this paper, N denotes Γ-near-ring unless otherwise specified. 
Definition 3.1. A cubic set          of a Γ-near ring N is called cubic sub Γ-near ring of N if 
           min               and        ma              
            min               and        ma             for all       and      
Definition 3.2. A cubic set          of a Γ-near ring N is called cubic ideal of N if          is a cubic 

sub Γ-near ring of N and  
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         +            and    +            
                  and              

        +                 and     +                  for all         and      

Note that          is a cubic left ideal of N if it satisfies                and       and          is a cubic 
right  ideal of N if it satisfies                and      
Example 3.3.  Let              and          Define a binary operation addition modulo 3 on N and a 
mapping         by the following tables 

   0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
1 1 2 0 
2 2 0 1 

 
 
  
 
 
 
Clearly           is a group         +       +                          for every         
and        Then N is a  -near-ring. 
Define a cubic set          in N as follows  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Thus          is a cubic ideal of  -near-ring N. 
Theorem 3.4. Let N be a  -near-ring and                       be a non-empty family of cubic subsets of 
N. If      is a cubic ideal of N then                             is a cubic ideal of N.  
Proof: Let                    be a family of cubic ideals of N. Let               and         
             in                           s p       
                in               
                                  in  min                     
                                  min in             in               
                                  min                        
                 s p             
                                    s p ma                    
                                    ma  s p           s p             
                                    ma                       
                  in                
                                  in   min                     
                                  min in             in               
                                  min                        
                 s p               
                                  s p ma                    
                                  ma  s p           s p             
                                  ma                       
           +      in        +          
                                         in             
                                                     
          +      s p       +          
                                          s p           
                                                     
                  in               
                                  in             
                                              
                 s p             
                                   s p           

  0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
1 1 2 0 
2 2 0 1 

  0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 
2 0 1 2 

N            
0 [0.6,0.8] 0.2 
1 [0.3,0.4] 0.6 
2 [0.1,0.2] 0.8 
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               +           in         +               

                                                           in             
                                                                       

              +           s p      +               

                                                            s p           
                                                                         
Hence                             is a cubic ideal of  -near-ring N. 
Theorem 3.5.  A cubic set          in N is a cubic ideal of N if and only if       and   are fuzzy ideals of 

N. 

Proof: Let          be a cubic ideal of N. For any           Γ   then we have 

                          
                                         min              
                                               min                              
                                                min              min              
It follows that         min              and         min             
Clearly        ma             
                          
                                         min              
                                         min                              
                                          min              min              
It follows that         min              and         min             
Clearly        ma             
     +          +           +      
                                                                    
                                                                            
It follows that     +            and     +            
Clearly    +           
                          
                                               
                                                       
It follows that               and               
Clearly             

      +                +                 +           

                                                                                                 
                                                                                                         

It follows that      +                 and      +                 

Clearly     +                

Hence       and   are fuzzy ideals of N. 
Conversely suppose that       and   are fuzzy ideals of N. Let                 
                          
                    min              min               
                   min                              
                   min              
Clearly        ma             
                          
                 min              min              
                min                              
                min              
Clearly        ma             
    +           +          +       
                                         
                                 
Clearly    +           
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Clearly             

     +                 +                +            

                                                       
                                               

Clearly     +                

Hence          is a cubic ideal of N. 
Theorem 3.6.  Let H be a non-empty subset of N. Then H is an ideal of N if and only if the characteristic cubic 

set         
    

  of H in N is a cubic ideal of N. 

Proof: Let H be a ideal of N.  Let         and      Suppose that 

    
      min     

        
     and    

      ma     
       

     for some        

Then      
         ,     

           
    and    

           
         

     

This implies that        but        a contradiction.  

Hence      
      min     

        
     and    

      ma     
       

    . 

Again assume that      
      min     

        
     and    

      ma     
       

     for some 

                This implies that      
         ,     

           
    and 

    
           

         
     This implies that       and        which is a contradiction.  

Thus     
      min     

        
     and    

      ma     
       

    .   

Let us assume that     
  +          

    and    
  +         

     This implies that     
        

    
  +         and    

         
  +         So,     and  +        which is a 

contradiction. Thus      
  +          

    and    
  +         

     

Assume that     
          

    and    
         

    implies      
         ,     

       and  

   
           

       This implies that     and        which is a contradiction. Thus  

    
          

    and    
         

     Similarly we can prove     
   +               

    and 

   
   +              

     

Therefore         
    

  is cubic ideal of N. 

Conversely, assume that         
    

  is cubic ideal of N. Let        Then  

    
           

    and    
         

     

    
      min     

        
     min            

   
      ma     

       
     min          

This implies that     
         and    

         Thus        

Let       and       Then     
           

    and    
         

     

    
      min     

        
     min            

   
      ma     

       
     min          

This implies that     
         and    

         Thus        

Let     and      Then     
       and    

       We have 

     +               and    +              So,  +        
Again, let         and     be such that      

       and    
       

                  and              , which implies that        
Similarly we can prove that   +             Therefore H is an ideal of N. 
Theorem 3.7. If   =        be any cubic set of N. Then   =        is a cubic ideal of N if and only if 

every non-empty cubic level set            is an ideal of N.  

Proof: Assume that   =        be a cubic ideal of N. 

Let                  for all           and        . Then                             
and                       
Now suppose                then by definition of cubic ideal of N 

        min              min           and 

       ma             ma          Hence                 
Suppose                 and     then 

        min              min           and 

       ma             ma          Hence                 
Let              and      We know that     +               and    +             this 
implies that   +                 
Let                  and      Then                   and                 
This implies that                  
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Let                    and      By definition      +                    and 

    +                   Which implies that    +                        

Therefore            is an ideal of N. 
Conversely, let           and         be such that              and            is a bi-ideal of N.  

Suppose we assume that         min               (or)        ma             
If         min              then there exist            such that             min                
Hence               ma              but              ma               This is a contradiction.  

If        ma              then there exist          such that           ma              
implies          min                  and          min                   This gives a contradiction.  

Hence         min               and        ma              
Let       and      Suppose          min               (or)        ma             
If         min              then there exist            such that             min                
Hence               ma              but              ma               This is a contradiction.  

If        ma              then there exist          such that           ma               
Hence           min                  and          min                  which is a contradiction.  

Hence         min               and        ma              
Let        Suppose     +            (or)    +            If     +            then there 

exist            such that     +                 So,                  but 

 +                     This is a contradiction. If    +           then there exist           such 

that    +               So,                  but  +                     This is a 

contradiction. Thus     +            and    +            
Let       and      Suppose                (or)              If               then there exist 

           such that                   implies that                    but                     This 

is a contradiction. If              then there exist          such that                implies  

                 and                    which is a contradiction.  

Hence               and              

Assume that      +                 (or)     +                 If      +                 

then there exist            such that      +                      So,                  but 

  +                          This is a contradiction. If     +                then there exist 

          such that     +                    So,                  but 

 +                     This is a contradiction.  

Thus      +                 and     +                 

Therefore   =        is a cubic ideal of N. 

Theorem 3.8. Let   =        be a cubic set of N and                                        be a 

strongest cubic relation with respect to    Then   =        is a cubic ideal of N if and only if   is a cubic 

ideal of      
Proof: Assume that   =        is a cubic ideal of N. Let                       Then  

                                   and             we have 

                            
                                 
                 min                       
                 min  min                min                 
                 min  min                min                 
                 min                       
                 min               
                          
                                
                 ma                      
                 ma   ma               ma                
                 ma   ma               ma                
                 ma                      
                 ma              
                                  
                                
              min                         
              min  min                min                 
              min  min                min                 
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              min                       
              min               
                                
                                
               ma                        
               ma   ma               ma                
               ma   ma               ma                
               ma                      
               ma              
    +                +                  
                             +         +        
                        min       +             +         
                        min                
                                  
                              
   +               +                  
                            +         +        
                        ma       +            +         
                        ma               
                                 
                             
                                  
                                
              min                         
              min                
                        
                    
                                
                               
              ma                        
|             ma               
                        
                    

     +                      +                                               

                                          +                   +                 

                                    min        +                       +                  

                                    min                
                                              
                                          

    +                     +                                               

                                          +                   +                 

                                     ma        +                      +                  

                                     ma               
                                              
                                          
Therefore   is a cubic ideal of      
Conversely, assume that   is a cubic ideal of      
Let                                    and              
min                                      
                                                                      
                                                          
                                                  min               
                                                  min                       
                                                  min  min                min                 
                                                  min  min                min                 
It follows that            min                 and           min                
ma                                    
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                                                   ma              
                                                   ma                      
                                                   ma   ma               ma                
                                                   ma   ma               ma                
It follows that          ma                and          ma               
min                                          
                                                                          
                                                        
                                                min               
                                                min                       
                                                min  min                min                 
                                                min  min                min                 
This implies that             min                 and            min                
ma                                        
                                                                           
                                                         
                                                  ma              
                                                  ma                      
                                                  ma   ma               ma                
                                                  ma   ma               ma                
It follows that           ma                and           ma                
min      +             +              +         +        
                                                                             +                  
                                                                       +      
                                                                         
                                                                             
                                                                   min                
Which implies that      +               and      +               
ma      +            +             +         +        
                                                                              +                  
                                                                        +      
                                                                          
                                                                              
                                                                     ma               
It follows that     +              and     +              
min                                          
                                                                          
                                                        
                                                      
                                                          
                                                min                
This implies that                   and                   
ma                                        
                                                                           
                                                         
                                                       
                                                           
                                                  ma               
This implies that                 and                 

min       +                       +                  

                                               +                   +                 

                                                    +                                               

                                              +           

                                               
                                                   
                                         min                

It follows that       +                        and       +                        
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ma       +                      +                  

                                              +                   +                 

                                                   +                                               

                                             +           

                                              
                                                  
                                         ma               

It follows that      +                       and      +                       

Hence   =        is a cubic ideal of N. 

Theorem 3.9. If          is a cubic ideal of N, then the set                      is an ideal of N. 

Proof: Let          be a cubic ideal of N and        then           and   y        
Suppose            Then                          and                     
 Since    is an interval-valued fuzzy ideal of N, 

         min              min                     
  is a fuzzy ideal of N 

       ma             ma                   
Thus          
Let        and      
        min              min                    and  

       ma             ma                   
This implies that           

For every     and       we have  

    +                  and    +                
Thus  +          
Let    ,       and     we have 

                    and                  
Thus          Similarly, we have to prove   +               
Therefore,    is an ideal of N. 

Theorem 3.10. The direct product of cubic ideals of Γ-near-ring is a cubic ideal of Γ-near-ring. 

Proof: Let             be cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings     for              
Let              Γ  Γ   Γ     Γ  , and  

                                                               .  

                                        

                                           
                  min                                     
                  min  min                  min                    min                    
                  min  min                             min                             
                  min                                                               
         min                 

                                      

                                           
                   ma                                   
                   ma  ma                 ma                   ma                  
                   ma  ma                          ma                           
                   ma                                                         
         ma               

                                                   

                                            
                min                                        
                min  min                  min                    min                    
                min  min                             min                             
                min                                                               
         min                

                                                 

                                            
                 ma                                      
                 ma  ma                 ma                   ma                  
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                 ma  ma                          ma                           
                 ma                                                         
         ma               

     +                      +                            

                               +         +           +        
                         min       +              +                +         
                         min                            
                                                       
     +             

    +                     +                            

                              +         +           +        
                         ma       +             +               +         
                         ma                          
                                                    
    +            

                                                   

                                            
                min                                        
                min                            
                                              
                

                                                 

                                            
                 ma                                      
                 ma                              
                                                       
               

      +          

                  +                                         

                                       

                                      +                     +                       +                  
                              min       +              +                +         
                              min                            
                                                            

      +                  

     +          

                 +                                         

                                       

                                     +                     +                       +                  
                              ma       +             +               +         
                              ma                          
                                                         

     +                 

Hence              is a cubic ideals of Γ-near-rings    . 

Theorem 3.11. Let   and    be two  -near-rings and        be an onto near-ring homomorphism   
If   =        is a cubic ideal of N then                   is a cubic ideal of     
Proof: Let   =        be a cubic ideal of N and        

Since                 
       

   
 and               

       
   

 for       

So                   is non-empty. Let                    Then we have  
                                                 and 

                                                 
                   

          
   

 

                                 
               

   
 

                          min  
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                         min               
        

   

       
   

  

                         min                      

                 
          

   
 

                                 
               

   
 

                          ma   
               

   
           

                         ma             
        

   

       
   

  

                         ma                     
                   

          
   

 

                               
               

   
 

                        min  
               

   
             

                       min               
        

   

       
   

  

                       min                      

                 
          

   
 

                              
               

   
 

                        ma   
               

   
           

                       ma             
        

   

       
   

  

                       ma                     
 

        +             
             

   
      +     

               
   

       
       

   
           

       +            
             

   
     +     

               
   

               
       

   
 

                   
          

   
          

               
   

  
       

   
                

                 
          

   
        

               
   

      
       

   
          

         +                     
                       

   
 

                                                      +              
                       

   
 

                                                     
       

   
 

                                                         

        +                    
                       

   
 

                                                 
                       

   
      +               

                                                     
       

   
 

                                                         
Therefore                   is a cubic ideal of     
Theorem 3.12. Let        be an onto homomorphism between Γ-near-rings N and     If   =        is a 

cubic subset of    such that                         is a cubic ideal of N then   =        is a cubic 

ideal of     
Proof: Let          and   Γ. Then  

                     for some            
                      
                            
                              
                 min                        

                 min                     

                 min               
                    
                           
                             
                 ma                       

                 ma                    

                 ma              
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               min                        

               min                     

               min               
                    
                         
                           
               ma                       

               ma                    

               ma              
     +             +            
                               +       
                                  +      
                                    

                                  

                               
   +            +            
                              +       
                                 +      
                                   

                                  

                               

                                                                          

                                                                 

     +                   +                            

                                            +            

                                               +           
                                                

                                              

                                           

    +                  +                            

                                           +            

                                              +           
                                               

                                             

                                          
Hence   =        is a cubic ideal of Γ-near-ring      
Theorem 3.13. Let        be a homomorphism between Γ- near-rings N and     If   =        is a cubic 

ideal of Γ- near-ring    then                         is a cubic ideal of Γ- near-ring N. 

Proof: Let   =        is a cubic ideal of     Let         and   Γ  Then 

                        
                                         
                           min                     
                           min                        
                      
                                        
                           ma                    
                           ma                       
                        
                                      
                        min                     
                        min                        
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                         ma                    
                         ma                       
         +            +       
                                         +            
                                           
                                             
        +           +       
                                         +            
                                           
                                             

                                                          

                                                     

          +                  +                

                                                      +                       

                                                       
                                                         
         +                 +                

                                                      +                       

                                                       
                                                         
Hence,                         is a cubic ideal of Γ- near-ring N. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
In the structural theory of fuzzy algebraic systems, fuzzy ideals with special properties always play in 

important role. In this paper we have presented cubic ideals of Γ- near-rings. We applied the interval-valued 

fuzzy set theory and fuzzy set theory in Γ- near-ring by their cubic ideals and obtained many results. The 

obtained results can be applied in various fields such as computer networks, robotics and neural networks. 

In our future work on this topic we try to extend this concept to cubic bi-ideals in Γ- near-rings and cubic 

interior ideals in Γ- near-rings. 
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